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The Biden Administration touted the Inflation Reduction Act (the “IRA”), signed on August 16, 2022, as “the most
aggressive action on tackling the climate crisis in American history.”[1] The world desperately needs climate action. The
seven warmest years recorded on Earth were 2015 to 2021.[2] In 2021, global fossil fuel carbon dioxide emissions “returned
to the pre-pandemic levels of 2019.”[3]
There have been many attempts at international cooperation on climate change, including the 1992 Framework on Climate
Change, the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, and the 2015 Paris Agreement.[4] In December 2015, 195 countries signed the Paris
Agreement and agreed to combat climate change, peak emissions as soon as possible, and keep global temperature rise this
century “well below 2 degrees Celsius” while “driv[ing] efforts to limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees
Celsius above pre-industrial levels.”[5]
The largest contributor to global greenhouse gas emissions is the energy supply sector.[6] Transportation is another key
sector. To achieve the Paris Agreement’s objectives, at least twenty percent of all road vehicles need to be electric by 2030.[7]
Thus, major investment in zero-emission energy and vehicles is necessary to keep emissions below two degrees Celsius.
Currently, the United States is very reliant on China for clean energy materials and components, such as lithium for batteries.

[8] The United States needs to establish new clean energy supply chains to become self-sufficient and meet climate targets.
The Inflation Reduction Act is an important step towards necessary decarbonization.
The IRA invests $370 billion into climate and clean energy over the next ten years.[9]One model finds the IRA’s
investments could help cut the United States’ greenhouse gas emissions up to forty-three percent below 2005 levels by 2030,
which is significant because the Paris Agreement’s target is to cut emissions at least fifty percent by 2030.[10] The IRA uses
tax incentives to achieve its objectives of creating American clean energy supply chains, manufacturing, and jobs.[11] This
blog post [JP[3] will highlight two areas of tax incentives that the IRA targets: energy and transportation. To spur demand,
buyers of new electric vehicles (“EVs”) can claim a $7,500 tax credit or buyers of used EVs can claim $4,000—if the
vehicles meet the certain domestic production requirements.[12]
After August 16, 2022, to receive the clean vehicle tax credit, the vehicle must have been finally assembled in North
America.[13] Starting in 2023, to receive the maximum tax credit, the vehicle’s battery must meet certain sourcing,
manufacturing, and assembly requirements.[14] For example, at least forty percent of the EV battery’s critical minerals must
have been sourced from the United States or a country with which the United States has a free trade agreement.[15] This
percentage will increase over time, which could limit the number of qualifying vehicles in part because building new lithium
mines for EV batteries could take years.[16]
The IRA’s impact extends beyond the United States’ borders. While many countries view President Biden signing the
bill positively, as overdue action on climate, other trade partners are not happy with some of the protectionist provisions.
Foreign automakers are impacted by the “Make it in America” provisions of the IRA.[17] For example, South Korea is
concerned about the impact of excluding Korean-made EVs from consumer tax credits, and South Korea’s Vice Foreign
Minister met with the United States’ Deputy Secretary of State to discuss “discriminatory elements” in the IRA.[18] South
Korea, Japan, China, Germany, and the European Union have claimed that the IRA may violate international trade law and
free trade agreements.[19] South Korea and other countries are reviewing whether to file a complaint with the World Trade
Organization.[20]
The IRA ends tax credits for about seventy-two percent of previously eligible models, and according to Korea
Automobile Manufacturers Association (“KAMA”), the policy could impact the export of 100,000 Korean EVs annually
which are not assembled in North America.[21] KAMA claimed these tax provisions violate “the spirit of their alliance after
Hyundai and Samsung announced U.S. investment plans totaling over 27 billion.”[22] Of course automakers can decide to
follow the incentives by moving manufacturing to the United States. Hyundai is already starting its construction of an EV and
battery factory in Georgia ahead of schedule.[23] Similarly, for zero-emissions electricity, under the IRA there are certain tax
credits available only for electricity made with products manufactured in the United States.[24]
Where does the World Trade Organization (“WTO”) fit in? The WTO aims to remove any barriers to trade in member
countries and unsurprisingly focuses on those aspects of a law over other policy goals. The relevant trade laws at issue are the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (“GATT”) and the Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures (“TRIMs”).
The national treatment principle, embodied under GATT’s Article III, states that member states cannot discriminate against
imported products once they have entered the market; instead, imported products must be “accorded treatment no less
favorable than that accorded to like products of national origin in respect of all laws, regulations and requirements affecting
their internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use.”[25] The national treatment principle is also
embodied in Article 2 of TRIMs.[26] Similarly, Article III, section 5 prohibits quantitative requirements, commonly known
as “local content requirements” or “domestic content requirements” that require a “minimum threshold of goods, services,
and/or labor [to be sourced] locally.”[27]
Local content requirements help foster domestic industry and tend to reduce international competitiveness for similar
goods. Despite this prohibition, they are regularly adopted.[28] Subsidies contingent on meeting local content requirements
treat domestic and imported raw materials differently, which is prohibited by GATT and TRIMs.[29] There are certain
exceptions including to protect “human, animal and plant life or health” as well as a government procurement exception.[30]

WTO violations can result in trade sanctions, which can have a chilling effect on environmental efforts to avoid the threat of
WTO dispute or sanctions in the first place.[31]
Is the WTO going to stymie America’s energy transition? Are the IRA’s consumer tax credits tied to domestic source
and production requirement violating WTO agreements? The EV domestic final assembly requirement and the sourcing
requirements for batteries and clean energy industries appear to be the type of local content requirements that may violate the
national treatment non-discrimination principle in GATT and TRIMs. However, reducing emissions and hastening our change
toward a clean energy future is vital to meet the Paris Agreement targets. While nurturing domestic renewable energy and
electric vehicle industries will admittedly benefit the United States, the policy is part of furthering broader environmental
goals. Yet, the WTO has not often used the environmental exception in resolving disputes.[32] International agreements like
the Paris Agreement, and local legislation to further climate goals, are at odds with the WTO’s goal to promote free trade.
Now is the time for diplomatic efforts to recognize the important environmental interests at stake before any complaint goes
to the WTO, where the tax credits likely will be held to be inconsistent with GATT and TRIMs.
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